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ABSTRACT
The National Computing Infrastructure (NCI) manages over 10PB of research data, which is co-located with Top
100 high performance computer for fast processing (Raijin). The NCI’s data platform services include building
catalogues, DOI minting, data curation, data publishing, and data delivery services. Data indexing and search
capabilities are important for users to be able to find datasets easily. To help with this, the NCI uses persistent
identifier (PID) services to provide a robust data identification for items within the massive data collection
catalogues as well as for data service endpoint URLs. We demonstrate NCI’s approach to utilising a PID
management tool, known as the PID Service, to managed its persistent identifiers.

INTRODUCTION
The NCI uses a tool known as the PID Service [1] to manage Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI) that it uses for the
persistent identification of entities such as datasets in catalogues. Persistent identifiers are an integral part of
semantic web and Linked Data applications, which the NCI plans to use as platforms for metadata interoperability
across multiple systems. The PID Service uses a combination of an Apache web server and a Java servlet to
intercept HTTP URI requests. It then either uses Apache’s rewrite or proxy modules to redirect or proxy the request
or it passes it to its servlet dispatcher, which provides advanced pattern-matching capabilities. In addition to
advanced pattern matching, the PID Service’s dispatcher stores patterns and lookup maps in a relational data store
meaning it is massively scalable and is able to handle millions of patterns or lookups - far more than Apache on its
own. It also allows pattern management via a simple web-based graphical user interface [1].

METADATA REPOSITORY
NCI has built its metadata catalogues in a hierarchical structure so that they are both extensible and scalable. To
support collection-level data management, a Data Management Plan (DMP) has been developed to record
workflows, procedures, key contacts and responsibilities. The elements of the DMP are recorded in an ISO19115
[2] compliant record that is made available through a catalogue for metadata display and exchange [3]. Figure 1
shows NCI’s catalogue hierarchy. The top-level catalogue is the external facing instance which hosts
collection/dataset level metadata. Each project then has a specific instance hosting more granular metadata. The
lower-level catalogues are given host names according to the pattern of geonetwork{NCI-PROJECTCODE}.nci.org.au} for example, project rr9 is online at https://geonetworkrr9.nci.org.au/.
Dataset URIs follows the pattern http://pid.nci.org.au/dataset/{ID}. This URL will map to the individual datasets’
catalogue URLs, e.g., https://geonetwork.nci.org.au/geonetwork/srv/eng/catalog.search#/metadata/{ID}. The
catalogue {ID}s used as universally unique identifiers (UUID) which means the catalogue entries they identify can
be freely moved between different catalogue instances with the corresponding persistent URI remaining the same
and only its redirection mapping changing. This means the overall catalogue can be reconfigured for purposes such
as scaling. The multiple catalogues’ entries are harvested into the PID Service’s lookup tables, so the dataset URI
mappings can be automatically made. The PID Service uses a dedicated database server to perform mapping
lookups meaning it is much faster, for large numbers of mappings, than Apache or application code [1]. Figure 2
shows the example UUID and PID URI mapping which takes precedence over the URI pattern based mapping.
A script has been written to harvest the multiple catalogues’ entries into the PID Service thus keeping URI redirects
always up-to-date.
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Figure 1: Scalable GeoNetwork infrastructure to support various metadata display and exchange purposes.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the lookup table when multiple GeoNetwork instances exist.
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